
                                                                  

            

 

Study and design of electrical architecture for a Li-ion battery / 

supercapacitor hybrid energy storage system in EV applications 

 

Planed funding: VEHICLE project co-financed by “INTERREG V Upper Rhine”. 

Supervisors: Tedjani MESBAHI & Patrick BARTHOLOMEUS 

Scientific and technical support: Théophile PAUL & Yakoub SAADI 

Contact: tedjani.mesbahi@insa-strasbourg.fr & patrick.bartholomeus@centralelille.fr 

Workplace: L2EP-Centrale Lille  

Laboratory: ICube (CNRS UMR 7357) & L2EP 

Team: SMH-ICube & EP-L2EP 

Startup scheduled: February 2021 with a duration of 4 or 6 months 

 

VEHICLE project in a few words: 

The VEHICLE project (AdVanced li-ion battEry/supercapacitor HybrId energy storage system with 

synchronous reluctance maChine for electric vehicle applications) aims to develop adapted solutions to on-board 

energy storage systems through the hybridization of energy sources and the use of innovative machines for 

electric vehicles. The Upper Rhine region is home to leading-edge laboratories in the field of electric traction. 

VEHICLE is built to combine existing complementary expertise and create synergies to lead to the development 

of innovations, and establish a new research consortium in the Upper Rhine region. French, German, 
luxembourgish and British researchers are involved with a network of 3 main academic partners (INSA 

Strasbourg, Hochschule Karlsruhe, and Hochschule Trier) and 6 associate partners (Centrale Lille - L2ep), 

Université Nantes, Sheffield Hallam University, CVC Südwest, IEE S.A, and CCIAE). The VEHICLE project is 

developed as part of the INTERREG V Upper Rhine program and the Offensive Science initiative. It is co-

financed in the context of this initiative by the Grand Est Region in France, the Baden-Württemberg and 

Rhineland-Palatinate Länder in Germany. 

Worldwide energy context: 

The energy challenge represents one of the bottlenecks for the development of efficient, less polluting 

and economically viable means of transport with a rational use of the world's natural resources. For this, 

ecological and economic constraints must be respected. Today, the electric vehicle is now a credible option, and 

is already on the market despite the intrinsic constraints linked to the battery and the additional cost of 

equipment. 

Scientific objectives: 

The spread of electric or plug-in hybrid technologies will only be possible if the energy performance 

and driving comfort remain equivalent to that of traditional internal combustion (ICE) vehicles while 

maintaining a competitive price. Today, the main axis of progress is undoubtedly based on the development of 

on-board energy storage systems providing solutions for improving the driving range, battery lifetime, volume, 

mass, total cost of ownership (TCO). The Li-ion battery is by far the most efficient technology in terms of 

specific power and energy. Its lifetime is equivalent to that of other technologies. This is why it has developed 

enormously in recent years. The hybridization between a lithium-ion battery and supercapacitors was also 
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depicted as a suitable solution in terms of sizing and power performance for electric vehicle applications. As a 

matter of fact, combining components with, respectively, high specific energy and high specific power provides 

an optimal electric source with assets of each energy sources. Supercapacitors are then used as buffers in order to 

assist the battery in power. Therefore, power constraints, such as high-power peaks or fast charging/discharging, 

are limited in the battery, which improves the overall health of the battery and extends battery life. Power from 

braking phases is also better recovered through supercapacitors. There are several configurations to connect the 

energy storage sources to the use: serial, parallel and with one or two converters. The crucial point for achieving 

good performance of Hybrid Energy Storage System (HESS), in addition to energy management strategies, is the 

configuration choice and the design of lightweight and compact power converters with high efficiency.  

 

Figure. I : Li-ion battery / supercapacitor hybrid energy storage system 

The aim of this internship is to study the different HESS architecture for li-ion battery-supercapacitor. 

The main focus will be on the power converter architecture (with one or two converters) to associate the both 

sources of energy in order to fulfil the needs for the electric powertrain. All solutions will be, designed, modeled 

and simulated by using normalized driving scenarios of EV. The design will have to take into account the strong 

variations in operating points of these devices. with this aim, the power losses will have to modelized in order to  

size the cooling system of each proposed solution.  

Work Progress 

This internship will mainly take place at the Power Electronics team of the L2EP in close collaboration 

with the ICube laboratory (INSA Strasbourg). He/she will first have to carry out bibliographic researches on 

different configurations to connect the hybrid energy storage sources. A formalization work on the choice of 

topologies for Li-ion battery / supercapacitor HESS will be developed. A comparison of proposed electrical 

architectures will highlight their interest and limitation. A digital tool of HESS sizing previously developed will 

be completed to add all proposed solutions. 

 

 



                                                                   

Figure. II. MSPI visual interface view 

Candidate's skills: 

Specific knowledge: Knowledge of power electronics and energy storage systems. Programming in, Matlab. 

Desired education: Student about to graduate a Master or Engineer (Bac + 5) with a specialization in Electrical 

Engineering. 

Desired personal skills: Strong motivation for innovation and the search for operational solutions in an 

industrial context. Motivation for the combination of simulation and experimentation. 
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